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OF THE JLiXXER OF H OLD 1 XG THE .1CC0 < I) 1 J . 

Those Accordions, in which the course of the sounds from grave to acult 
proceeds from h ft to right, arc of French manufacture, and should he held 
in the right hand. The others are made in Germany, and should be held in 
the left hand . The French Accordion is held hv placing the thumb undt r 
the brass rail, and pressing it upwards, while the extremity of the hand, near 
the fourth finger, is pressing downwards on the top of the key rail. This 
means accomplishes the desirable object of bolding the Instrument without 
the agency oi the fingers: which, therefore,are lelt perfectly free for the il¬ 
legitimate operations upon the keys. The German Accordion is held in 
a similar manner, except that the thumb is inserted in a loop which takes 
the place of the brass rail of the Frenc h Instrument. 

On either Instrument the four fingers should command four keys 
next to each other; the key that produces the gravest*note of these 
four keys, being always allotted to the first finger. 

The performer may either stand or sit. In sitting, the end of the 
.‘.ccordion should rest on the knee, which ought to be elevated by the 
foot being placed on an ottoman . Of course care must be taken not to 
allow the dnss, or any thing else, to obstruct the action of the bellows. 

OF THE B ELL OKS . 

The bellows is grasped by the thumb on one side, and by all the fingers 
on the other, except the first finger. This finger is appropriated to the key 
which is placed in the middle of the bellows, on the Freucli Accordion, ana 
to the valve which is placed instead of it, on the Accordions that are made 
in Germany. Both the valve, and the key are called“the discharger.” 

All expression, and even, to a certain degree, the quality of the tone de¬ 
pends upon the management of the bellows; the eflccts of which are very 
closely analogous to those of the bow on Instruments of the Violin kind: 
too much attention,therefore, cannot be given to this part of our subject. 

The desideratum is, to be able to keep the bellows in constant motion, 
that motion being of the very slowest sort that is capable of el ic.it ing tile 
musical sounds. A strong motion, such as is commonly given to (lie 
bellows by beginners, throws a greater weight of air against the springs 
than their construction can bear, and thereby spoils the quality of the ir 
sound, in the first instance, and may destroy the perfection of their in 
tonation, if it unfortunately should become a habit . 

The loudness of the sound, is according to the velocity of the action 
of the bellows. Thus, if two notes of the same pitch,are to last a minute 
each, and the bellows be moved six inches for the first note, and only thin 
inches foe the last, the first note will he twice as loud as the other- 

Therefore, loud and soft, are respectively obtained bv strong,and we, k, 
or, in other words, bv quick, and slow actions of the bellows; — the 
crescendo, and diminuendo, by a gradually increased,and a gradually 
diminished velocity of.the bellows; and the sjbrzata, by its velocity 
being momentarily and suddenlv increased. Notes are also aecentuided 
bv this means, which is then, however, employed in a much less degree. 

The legato is obtained by a continuous action of the bellows, and 
the staccatto, by its being suddenly stopped, in a decided manner, 
before the expiration of the time of the note . 
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SCALE of the Gkrmak Accordion wiih6, S,&10 Kr\s. 

The letter 1), signifies the bellows is to be Draicn out, 
and P, that it is to be Pressed in. 

Real pitch,an octave lower 
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SCALK of the French Accordion wth <? Keys. 

SCALE of the Erknch Accordion-with 8, 10, & 12 Kkvs. 
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These Scales should be horned by hunt, as liny will facilitate the nudity ofJtUtlc. 
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for the 6 keyed German Accord ion. 
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Lks'SONS for the 8, & 10 Keyed Accordion 
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